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WIRELINE EXPENSE AUDIT & OPTIMIZATION

Unnecessary telecom expenses, bill errors and overpurchased 
services have a sizeable impact on the bottom line of virtually 
every company. In fact, leading independent research firms 
consistently identify telecom as among the most challenging 
categories for finance and IT teams to manage, often leading 
to massive overspending.

Our audit and optimization services remedy that. And the best 
part is, we only make money if you save money. 

Given the current business climate, there’s no time like now to reduce costs! 

HERE’S HOW IT WORKS:

We Build
We collect the information needed to build 
and validate your telecom inventory.

We Inspect 
We perform a forensic audit to uncover billing 
errors and recover the money you’re owed.

We Corroborate  
We validate that services are being billed in 
compliance with contracts, service orders and tariffs. 

We Optimize 
Our methodical optimization process produces valuable 
recommendations that drive efficiencies and reduce spend.

YOU MIGHT BE THINKING...

I don’t need a telecom 
expense audit.
TEM is likely a low priority for you 
and your IT team. But did you know 
that 80 percent of telecom invoices 
have billing errors? Or that the typical 
company overspends by 20%? 
We fix that for you. 

My finance and IT staff don’t 
have time for another project.
We get it. With everything on their 
plate, it’s difficult to make telecom 
optimization a priority. But that’s 
why we are in business. We have 
the resources to carry the burden 
and we work behind the scenes 
without disrupting your workflow.  

It will take forever to 
see any savings.
We have effectively analyzed and 
processed billions of dollars in telecom 
expenses for clients. We often realize 
savings in less than three months and 
fully recoup overcharges from service 
providers in less than a year.    
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SAY GOODBYE TO... 

Overpayments

Rogue spending

Surplus services

Out-of-market rates

Inventory hassles

Billing headaches 

Hours dealing with carriers  

Double Down on Savings with Managed 
TEM Services
During or after the initial optimization, we can deploy 
a fully managed TEM service. The benefits include:    

  Monthly auditing & allocation of all invoices / charges

  Monitoring of spend to identify variance and bill errors 

  A simplified view of inventory and expenses

  Invoice consolidation and bill payment 

  Full management of bill disputes

  Tracking of key contract terms 

  Integrations with ERP systems and ITSMs 

  Technical support to keep your business running

  Move, add, change or disconnect

  Access to a dedicated team of TEM experts 

  Reports and business intelligence to improve outcomes 

  Reduction of labor costs (up to 90%) 

With Our Vetted TEM Providers You'll Have a Trusted Industry Powerhouse on Your Side 


